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Known as “Whiskey,” this unique, highly sought-after sire has a 
powerful EPD profile for virtually every measurable trait, and adds 

soundness, fleshing-ability and udder-quality as well. His semen 
has sold at auction for $600 per unit, and he now ranks in the 

top 1% of proven sires for $Beef, CW and Milk. He ranks in the 
top 4% or better for Yearling Weight, Heifer Pregnancy, RADG, 
REA and $F. A few direct progeny will be offered again, as well 

as progeny of his sons SydGen Aim 0001 and SydGen Lunesta 
1016. One of the “early favorite” January bull calves is an Aim out 

of a “Whiskey” daughter!

The record-selling bull in SydGen history at $113,000 for two-thirds 
interest and full possession. We will sell our first progeny as fall yearlings 
in the November sale. Fate's calves have been popular wherever he has 

been used, with the majority just born in the spring of 2015. Reports 
indicate calving ease is excellent and the growth and style is impeccable. 

A Lunesta calf out of his flush sister is one of the top fall calves in the 
two year olds, and two maternal brothers by Prophet will sell as January 

calves in the 2015 event. Progeny will also be featured by his flush 
brother, SydGen Legacy 2813.

This son of SydGen Trust 6228 is gaining momentum, being the heaviest 
used American sire in Australia/New Zealand in the previous breeding 
season. This will be our first offering of yearling progeny, and are just 
being weaned at the time of this writing. The only bull calf by Black Pearl 
in our 2014 offering was third high-selling bull calf at $10,000. His dam 
is the $20,000 SydGen Anita 8611, who has also produced BCA Single 
Malt at ORIgen, and ESF Blackrock, top-selling bull in the 2015 SydGen 
Influence Sale.

The top-selling bull in our 2014 Sale at $60,000 for half interest 
and half possession, Rock Star offers an outcross pedigree 
along with outstanding muscle and performance. He ranks in the 
top 2% or better of non-parent bulls for WW, YW, RADG, $W, $F 
and $B. His dam, by the $160,000 Connealy Forward, will be a 
featured donor of this year’s sale. She has been flushed once, 
producing 8 transferable embryos, and is due in late September 
to FATE. The first calves by Rock Star are due in September, and 
some will sell at side of their dams in the fall calving division.

Semen and AI certificates available on most SydGen Sires by calling 573-581-1225.
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